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March 4, 1963 

Dictabelt 9B, Item 9B2 

JFK: . . . or any other operations . . . 

Voice 1: I see your point.  
[Bundy?1

JFK: . . . of the CIA in this decade . . . 

] 

Voice 1: Uh-huh. 

JFK: . . . Guatemala or any place else . . . 

Voice 1: Yeah. Yeah. 

JFK: . . . just for our own record in the last ten years. 

Bundy: Uh, Mr. President, I talked to Bobby . . . 

JFK: Yeah.    

Bundy: . . . he thinks it's very important to deal gently with John McCone and that we 
don't need to. . . . I, I also talked to McCone and he's in a relatively 
cooperative mood at the moment, I think.  

JFK: Yeah. 

Bundy: He claims that he told Childs all this himself.  

JFK: Yeah, I figured he did, yeah. 

Bundy: And did it [laughs or coughs] because Childs was given the note, told about 
the honeymoon telegrams by three or four senators. McCone is getting told by 
the Stuart Symington's of the world that we are out to get him. 

JFK: Yeah.  

                                                 
1 McGeorge Bundy? 
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Bundy: And, uh, he believes all that kind of crap unfortunately. 

JFK: Is that what he said? How do you know that? Is that what Bobby sa . . . 

Bundy: He told Bobby. 

JFK: That what? That who's out to get him? 

Bundy: That, that the senators were telling him that they, that we were out to get him 
and that that was how that thing about the ten-day fight occurred in the story 
on me in Newsweek. That that must have come from us because, uh, we must 
have been in control of that story and Newsweek

JFK: Well, actually how many days fight was that? 

 is well known to be our 
journal and so forth and so on. 

Bundy: Two-day fight and it was settled, uh . . . 

JFK: Yeah. 

Bundy: . . . by [Roswell] Gilpatric. 

JFK: Yeah. 

Bundy: McCone was on the West Coast. 

JFK: Yeah. 

Bundy: You're right. What happened was he came back that Sunday and then he went 
out again because his stepson was killed. 

JFK: Yeah. 

Bundy: And that's why he was away . . . 

JFK: Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. 

Bundy: . . . on Monday. But he's, he's just fantastically sensitive and he believes

JFK: Yeah. 

 that 
there are wolves in every woods. 
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Bundy: And I am not sure that the way to straighten that out isn't for you to say 
something nice about him at a press conference soon. 

JFK: Okay.  

Bundy: Right. 

JFK: Fine. 

[Telephone disconnects] 




